**E9798 EYEWITNESS (USA, 1981)**

(Other titles: Augenzeuge; The janitor; L’œil du temoin; Ojenvidnet; Uno scomodo testimone)

**Credits:** director, Peter Yates; writer, Steve Tesich.

**Cast:** William Hurt, Sigourney Weaver, Christopher Plummer, James Woods.

**Summary:** Mystery melodrama set in contemporary New York City. Darryl Deaver (Hurt) is a Vietnam vet and night janitor who is mesmerized by a beautiful newscaster (Weaver). Being from a completely different world, the night janitor never expects her to be anything more than a figment of his dreams. When a murder is committed in his building, however, Deaver pretends to know more than he does in order to get closer to the reporter, and their subsequent love affair ends up gravely endangering both of their lives.
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